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‘Say you want a revolution’ 

This document is a record of SJIEC notes and reflections on speakers at the SJIEC 5
th

 Annual 

Conference during the Federal Issues section. Following the notes on each presentation is a 

record of the discussion that took place amongst Conference Delegates and the panel 

members.  
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Fran Press 

Charles Sturt University 

• How do we view early childhood? Has completed a Literature review of ECEC policy in 

Australia, New Zealand, Sweden, Canada, USA, UK. 

• What are the drivers impacting on ECEC policy at the current time? 

• ALP rhetoric “Children starting school ready to learn” – the school readiness is 

dominating...Life long learning, life long productivities discourses. 

• How do you maintain an ECEC sector as a business opportunity? At what point does business 

and economics impact on ECEC policy. 

• ECEC as a space for children: children are imbued with the skills of democratic practice. 

• Early intervention – what are children born into – what saves money later is investing early. 

But it’s about people being part of civil society and not being marginalised. 

• 1980s – trying to find research about teachers and ECEC generally 

• Now we have heaps of research – more than you can read, about ECEC policy. Larger 

business sector. 

• Pockets in Australia and on a national scale, more explicit linking with notions of children’s 

rights to inform practice. 

• Renewed attention from other disciplines – the big charities looking at childcare and 

preschool – them being greater providers, so ECEC is not just seen as province of ECEC or 

education but also the welfare sector. 

• Sedimentation – change is difficult. Policy makers aren’t always imaginative. Practitioner 

level – we are hard to change. 

• Federalism??? – States often been antagonistic to Federal and Federal to state.  

• Mixed economies of provision 

• Targeted at who, what when? 

• Primary focus of ECEC – all these things or some drivers more important than others? 

• Where should ECEC be jurisdictionally? Appropriate providers? 

• What’s the purpose and nature of curriculum for young children? Does it occur in all 

provisions? 

• To what extent is serious consideration given to the enactment of children’s rights in the 

development of policy? 

• To what extent does research inform policy? 
 

 

Discussion: 

When looking at children’s spaces and rights, can we look at the whole child friendly citizenship? 

Australia is far behind. As a local govt person, it is hard to talk to government about children’s rights 

issues. It’s hard to get non-ECEC people to accept that. 

Fran Press: Need a paradigm shift about what’s a good society. 

Miriam Giugni: In what ways are we using the Edn Revolution not just in edn, but across policy? 

With charities, there are a few dangers in that area, because they can have a change in their focus from 

providing ECEC but to go back to grass roots of welfare. 

Fran Press: Notion of targeting becomes attractive. Its great to espouse universalism, but if there are 

people who miss out... 

A lot of inequity in the NSW context around service provision types. 
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Dr Marianne Fenech 

Macquarie University & Charles Sturt University 

• Finished PhD on Regulatory Environment – how teachers in LDC perceived the regulatory 

envt. 

• Unfulfilled intentions, unanticipated spill over effects. 

• Accreditation simplistic approach to quality – validators with lower quals; limitations on 

capacity to exercise judgement; accreditation was prescriptive; research overload; high quality 

that makes a difference for children, not just ‘quality’ 

• Needs to be thinking about Accreditation as a measure of quality and to support teaching 

practices. 

• Accreditation is a fabulous means for reflection and guide for practice. 

• Fear about accreditation – so people made sure they passed. Shifted to performative practice 

(oriented to what the document was looking for). 

• Objectified notion that Accreditation = Quality 

• Just started research project with a cross-university group – What is quality? 

• How can we use accreditation so that it can be a more effective way of promoting, evaluating 

quality. 

• Can we have an accreditation system that incorporates ‘tick boxes’ as well as a more 

subjective approach to quality... 

• Accreditation takes place in the context of a decent society 

• Risk-taking  

• Thinking about who wins and who loses from different practices 

• Pedagogical leadership 

• National Standards 

• MM: interested in the way you frame reflection – from your study and findings, are you 

thinking about a qualitative practices Critical type reflection 

• E.g. warm engaging relationships (in the moment and behind the scene of a warm engaging 

relationship) 

• When those discussions are taking place, whether the complexity of the work is going into an 

accreditation process – is it being recorded anywhere? 

• Risks in moving to more qualitative approaches – time it takes, is it really going to be 

subjective or is it going to be objective? 

 

Discussion 

Fran Press: been to a lot of services who all are happy with what they’re doing, and none ever say we 

could do better. 

Monitoring and checking – lack of trust in the system dating back to CCB extended to for-profits.  

Marianne Fenech: top-end services – they don’t need a ‘policing’ approach  

Miriam Giugni: so what can we make of the A-E system – formulating the things that we think are 

important. 

Services giving themselves a wrap – often in response to fear. The process is now seen as punitive and 

now they feel like they have to talk the service up. What are the consequences of speaking the truth? 

Fears with accreditation system: potentially CCB is affected by it. The economic consequence of 

failing accreditation. Like a national system – state arguments are counter productive.  
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In some cases talking centres up is not necessarily a bad thing, a quantitative approach takes. 

Validator needs to be trained in a way to be able to acknowledge different interpretations of quality 

Sweden citizens same law across the whole nation; maternity leave paid; Disability funding, social 

justice – they have more consistency and funding. Socialist government, across the country. Inherent 

issues of ECEC in Australia 

Sandra Cheeseman: Notion of quality improvement and accreditation should not be grouped. We need 

to dream ways of separating this out. Then have regulations under that. 
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Sandra Cheeseman 

Macquarie University 

• Greatest respect for academics, but has resisted getting into that because feel attached to 

teaching 

• Should we be thinking differently at this point in the political context? 

• Questions to consider:  

o Origins of ECEC curriculum: hard to live in this world now with a diversity of view 

about curriculum; stifling innovation? And making rules about what it’s going to be; 

o Truths about children’s learning: pedagogical leadership – what do we actually talk 

about? We espouse many truths about early childhood – are those truths ; children 

under five, artificial demarcations;  

o Ideologically based rather than research based - while opportunity for innovation, it 

also opens a door for very average practice; less qualified people in positions of 

responsibility more and more; the countries that have done this well have spent time 

thinking about it and not rushed it 

o Growing interest means more experts: allowed take-over bids of other disciplines; 

organisations have changed to chase funding 

• Assumptions to question: model of preschool (9-3 hours etc) – where did this model come 

from and how does it sit with current contexts? Why do we hold onto them so dearly? 

• Should we have an early childhood curriculum, syllabus or framework? (redundant??) 

• Look through a lens of hopefulness rather than helplessness 

• What advantages does the curriculum offer? Not enough qualified people developing 

curriculum without a syllabus? In ECEC, making curriculum up from scratch. 

• What problems does a National Curriculum overcome? Addressing the dumbing-down of the 

ECEC sector? 

• Dominant voices: welfare sector – deficit driven model; transition to school (numeracy 

literacy focus) 

• How do we articulate what we’re talking about? Don’t have a strong language and we never 

agree – we need to allow people to speak up and allow the pedagogical voice 

 

 

 

Discussion 

Time, energy, thought, money etc, needs to be invested. Instead, we give two weeks to reply [to a 

tender] 

Because we get stomped on...silenced by each other...what is the solution? There’s so much focus on 

ECEC, we don’t want a single voice, but we don’t want to disagree with each other all the time 

With constant evolution of the sector, it’s hard to find out 

Sandra Cheeseman: If we don’t get organised, then it’s going to be done to us. 

The government thinks that the welfare sector is the solution because they draw on volunteers.  

Which voices have currency? Even the simplest concepts are not being heard/acknowledged. 

Senator Rachel Siewert: ACOSS Conference of Social Inclusion is the government’s agenda – within 

framework of social inclusion. Early Childhood is part of the social inclusion agenda. Keep this in 
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mind. Work extensively with welfare sector. Going through politician’s doors is the key (not writing 

letters). They will listen to people giving them expertise that fit into their current frames. 

Sue Grieshaber: talk the govt’s language in terms Rosenblum/redistributive notion of justice – how 

are they being informed theoretically?  

Collaborative federalism. 

Fran Press: Pre-empting the discussion: think about curriculum – to what services should it apply? 

Does curriculum exist when there isn’t a teacher? (NZ – there are teachers in all services, therefore 

curriculum occurs in all services).  

Regulations, Accreditation, NSW Curriculum Framework  

John Tansey: It would replace the DoCS one.  

Miriam Giugni: Is it going to be attached to funding? Is it going to be a guiding document or is it 

going to be the new QIAS? 

John Tansey: rating scales. Do you regulate for a curriculum framework? Should eb a tool about how 

kids learn, and about how teachers support. It is a framework and not a prescription. It will attach to 

accreditation and QA. Ill-informed bureaucrats. People being asked to develop it are early childhood 

experts. Will come up back through the same experts. I’m comforted by the fact that we’re going to 

experts and not just relying on bureaucrats. I am hopeful and do share the concern and want to make 

sure it is a push down of the school based learning paradigm and right to be watchful for that. The 

educationalists and the school people are better at talking about it. Play-based paradigms are harder to 

get. Be really careful about your attitude to accreditation. A lot of criticism in the room – there are 

armies of people ready to smash it up. The void that will be filled is a school based paradigm. This is 

a glass-half full or glass-half empty. Build on the strengths you’ve got. Fits neatly into the preschool 

paradigm. 
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ZSuzsa Millei  

University of Newcastle 

• How the child is conceptualised in citizenship discourses. 

• ALP ECEC Policy: ECEC  

• What is citizenship? We have the best intentions of seeing children as citizens, but I question 

whether this is the right term.  

• Citizenship: the definition of citizenship has particular exclusions 

• Stakeholders?? 

• Human capital theory: it has had one or two shifts and the social justice agenda was left. 

• Intellectual focus – child is seen as entrepreneur; problem solver; learner; has no present, only 

future. BUT WHO ARE WE EXCLUDING IN THIS WAY OF THINKING – are they citizens 

or not citizens? What if the child chooses not to participate in this definition of a ‘good life’? 

• Children’s rights – if we give children rights, then they are locked into the definition provided 

by the state. We take it for granted that children are all learners. 

• Children’s rights – good idea but are only rights when they are taken up in practice. We don’t 

see rights of children in practice in children/young person institutions.  

• Strong public & Weak Public: Children’s Commissioner a forum for children but is seen as a 

weak public. Strong public children are shut out of. In-born position of children as unequal – 

they don’t have civic rights. How can we talk about them as citizens when they don’t have civic 

rights and are economically disempowered? 

• Mass school – nation states. Pulling ECEC into the education discourse so it can be more part of 

the nation building exercise.  

• Inclusion of the ALP document: the first line: “all Australian children” – what about children 

who aren’t Australian children (citizens)? 

 

Discussion 

Gerard Moon: Child suffrage for the social justice group? 

Brighter Futures (crosses into welfare) – a lot of my work involved in children becoming, rather than 

children being. Viewing children as learners – is that meaningful in the school system. Best start in 

kindergarten: School push-down on the transition process. 

Sue Grieshaber: [ZSuzsa’s diagram] Reflects OECD on life-long learning (child is sentenced to life-

long learning) 

ZSuzsa Millei: If children are conceptualised as ‘learners’ then does this explain the increase in 

learning difficulties.  

Sandra Cheeseman: Benchmarking children – wants to get everyone nice. 
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Professor Sue Grieshaber 

Queensland University of Technology 

• National Issue: Fun, play-based education  

• Rudd “Fun, play-based early education”... issues associated with that include:  

• What is meant by fun, play-based early education? 

• Teachers and teaching haven’t figured much in ECEC research 

• QLD preparing for school trial. Parents, teachers, principles and teachers’ aides. Part-time 

play  

• Parity teachers: high expectations of students, proactive in teaching these things 

• Focused interactive teaching made a difference to those in the prep-classes. Greatest gains 

made by children from low income families. 

• Background of children at educational risk 

o Socially diverse 

o Culturally diverse 

o Health behaviour problems 

o Children who performed poorly on 5 developmental domains. 

• Key message school management and classroom pedagogical practice 

• If you’re happy, you’re going to  

• Play that occurs in play-based 

• Uncontested notion of play: 

o If play is fun, who is it fun for? Wrapped up in romance of children, childhood 

innocence. Play can be fun, but it can also be a space for poor relations 

o Marginalisation of some children from play 

o How can play in early childhood settings be natural, when ECEC settings were 

developed in response to children playing in the street? 

• New opportunities for new theorising of government policies 

• Cultural globalisation 

• If play based education is to be promoted, we need to think about ways in which play-based 

education can be aware of power relations 

• Difficult nature of doing equity work with young children 

 

Discussion 

Mentoring is very important – truly understanding the behind the scenes work. Linked to professional 

development models – doing the hard thinking, even after the fact, so that it’s part of the discussion 

on an ongoing basis. You don’t need experts, 

Sandra Cheeseman: When there is a teacher present, the PD is more likely to happen. When there’s 

not, they are seeking ‘experts’ more often. 

Professionals need to discuss and debate and should be seen as a valid way of learning and PD. 

ZSuzsa Millei: Play – socially constructed notion. Lyn Fasoli – what does it mean for indigenous 

people? 

Sue Grieshaber: Maybe that’s why the indigenous kids were unhappy. 


